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FIRST DEFINITIONS TOWARD DEVELOPENT-PLANNING
toe \

r-4 ADVANCEMENT OF DISADVANTAGED PUPILS IN THE
DECADE 1975- 1985

Moshe Smilansky

C=1 (Excerpts from extensive materials prepared by Dr. Smilansky for
L1J the Mediax Conference -- D.A.W.)

Our assignment is defined as development-planning for the
advancement of certain groups in a social system within a specified
period ....

The first problem is our definition of the concept development-
planning according to our values, in order to create a common
frame of reference to the question what we are striving for. That
is to say -- our assumptions concerning the importance of long-term
planning, its significance and the possibilities of its realization.

The second problem is our definition of the disadvantaged today
and in the future. That is to say, for whom is the planning effort
directed, or in other words -- what are the aims and objectives that
development-planning for the disadvantaged strives for.

And the third problem is the presentation of hypotheses and
illustrations from various fields of activity, in order to
demonstrate to ourselves and to others that our view and approach to
the matter do indeed differ from existing ones, and can ensure the

prospect of meaningful change.

Our Definition of the Concept Development-Planning

The concept development-planning is an extremely general one and
is used by different people in different situations and for various

purposes. In the educational system there are some who use this
concept as a common factor of the separate roles of research,
planning, evaluation and so forth. In my view development planning
is a rational, planned, comprehensive and integrated effort to
initiate and guide a process of systomatic iprove:-Aent of the
educational system or parts of it.

This approach is based on the assumption that all the institu-

tions o society must undergo a process of change in view of the
far-reaching effects of the accelerated modernization pocess it is
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und(:ri;oirw. Schools, which ;Ire supposed to be meaninilul to

inuividual::, to soci%: fthd to tne state must stand up-to

t} teht of controlie(1 comrehensive research, evaluat'len and

eirtni;e. Jus, as t,i(; isfluehce of t,t4(.: t(L,mpo and patti.,rns of the

modernization process on the c,ener'll soci%1 syste is condition::.) on

the existence of a suita.Gle leadership with an unden:tanding of the

need to pet up efficieht executive agencies and consolidate

procedures for th,-:ir use, similarly in the specific system known as

the educational system. This leadership is composed of various
factors: the political resp:)nsibility for the process of change

lies with the political le!Iders, and tne adminiotraive resPonsi-

bility but these two factors recuirr the

cooperation of profeseionls who will shre with thr,m the responsi-

bility for decidin;.: what is desirable, for planning; the operation

and evaluating it. The coLtrit'.ition of a dynamic process of

develop:Lent planning in this context should be expressed in the

furnishing, of relevant know-how; in sl;c,--fstin,-7 possible interpreta-

tions, in creatinc7 awareness concerning the significance of the

choice of possible alternatives, from the standpoint both of anti-

cipated events and of the cost involved; in forming possible

strategic approaches; in desirning experiental systems to ex=ine

the i;Lnlications..of the aproach; in evaluatin the experiments

both as a cencral E2.nd as component elements; in cuid%nce with

regard to the posi'L)1 imPlictions of rolitical decisions, of

operations and so forth.

In view of the above definition it may be said that

dovelon:Lent-nlannin,7:. is the systematic use of trained intellicence

for baic and methodical aid to those resronsible for the forming

of pol-.y and its implentation.

Those who co:-.;e to wrk in a devloTeht-plahninF. team shculd

be r,ardcd as neol'le who arc Learnh to and a certain socia-

process; t: . . n tbeir fu2.d.7.:Llen1..11 cht-

- th- and thlr mo.,iva',ion to

--.1vL.; in te 7 or rr,7::.on of ch:Inf.e -

at tie :ley uhd, L-7.11'trod by

1111 till' ttram ani indiviival to ni.lf11

complt..x role of
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Secondly: 1-)Innin:* is thrl "ba: tool cf' tnose +r.e) Ai! 1,0 1-4'

for !..tha oreo::rcu to be."',".7es1. ..
to bl.in1 fate tapir4: on .,hr; sh:,uIoer. It 1,.! a nrocer of'

conoern.:n tne alterna:.ivc.s open t' u5

at each ataue of tt,e moderniztion es5. Pl7Innin.=.7 is %A

at eftrlv !:Inq !-:reventi.te f-Iction, which ex.-olor.::; rotE,r.ti%1

defines nriorltir.s ;:n'd res..in-,:s everyone of tne cost of the choice.

The alternative to plannin i5 vess, inertia, or constant imnro-
visation by plsterih and tchin 07r the cracks, acco:npanied by

a of lact of choice and blind followin of a trail whoe

direction is not clear.

In other words, planninF is a Euarantee of the authnticity of
our va.lues. It is an exrion of or willinFness to be aware of
our present [;nd potentia:_ situation, to exolore tne inpicutions of

the options open to us and to Pay tae price.

It may be said that all (jood planning models share the

followin,j characteristics:

We spea:-: of a process and analyse it.

are oriented toward the future, while reconin.ing that we

are anchoreA in the past and in our present activity.

All planning must be directed to*,7ard si:cific goals, the

choice of which is determined by diagnosis and value-decisions

in the framewor% of the effects of stages and patterns of

moderni..Jtion.

All plannin: aims :o enco..lr::::e decision and ch:)ice-maincj



therefore it ftims at ;1.n orienttion tos-tr.; o7%erat:.7e r-f:.1s; on ti'e

otner nma, it is an activity free of the :,ressur:: of

All Pl%rif,in.:7 1,rccess of tulini: totality, the

but si.J.ultaheouly it is also the 'fr(:W7. of %It,,:h.ltive pro:-rms

as part-of a systcr. sitn confIf:;urtioh of 1:.ny multi-dimenional

forces, who:-;e location %nd inter-rel%tiohs should be explored in the

process of differentiation.

All pl,Y,inz: recor7nizes the existence of a matriz of inter-

related poser rtios any i;iven time, .f.r.d is aware of the fact that

any cl.ahv. affcctini: some of the::. distorts relations of the

otne-rs, or even the entire matrix. Therefore it is a question of

formih:7 alterntive systems, which constitte a dyn'.mic upward

spiral to new varieted matrices

Every plrnihi.; p.roo-,;so is Ofinei in the frame of tilze and

space; therefore it must into [to:co-...Int both short-ter:: and loni-

range planhin, both individual (micro) and comprehensive (macro)

planning. The plannin;; process mast define m'nimal variables

(vtnreshold") and optional rrospects of brekthrouiih ("ceilin(,7");

it must define v.n'.t is the ideal and ''hat is the real.

All planninp: is aware of its resTonsibility in the procf.,os of

active intervenion, const-_Int evaluation and definition

of mecnis:Ls for ohnz7es in direction, te:7o and

influence.

All planning; seeks to find .a baL:nc,1 botwcen the search for

ros'bi'ities of a breatnrc.;,:n prot;ress or - contrarily - the

guaranteed ability to resist, or even retreat, and optimal effect-

iveness for minimal investent.

All plannir is hd::::n en _.'or dependent upon hurLan stren,7:ths

we:Iknces. v.ho in develoent-

will crdr,:r tO

1 ,_)r -0.



:r./ancent of tho Diadvantages

Our recognition of the necessity to give priority to

long-term d?velopent-planning in this field rests on throe

basic assumptions.

Firstly, the problem is one of broad dimensions, deep-rooted

and affected by a complex configuration of factors. On the one

hand, the educational system, in spite of its many attempts, is not

geared for a meaningful struggle with the problem; on the other hand,

the behavioral sciences, at their present stage of development,

are not ripe to exert the necessary influence. Properly organized

cooperation should ensure a comprehensive, systematic and creative

effort in order to make a meaningful contribution to the general

problem, and a breakthrough at significant points.

Secondly, the frame of reference in this struggle are the

developments defined as the Stages and Patterns of the modernization

process. In order to form models of intervention which will be

sufficiently strong to ensure a meaningful change, we require: a

broad view, controlled alternatives of struggle in a suitable field-

space, the forming of public awareness, consolidation of develop-

ment methods, training of man-poer and creation of tools to serve

it - in line with the goals envisaged and the preparedness of those

involved in the process.

The hundreds of partial endeavors, dichotomous and uncoordiT.a-

ted, cannot substituto for systomatic ansl dynamic development-

plannincj. This statement does not dep ciato the scientific arcs

therapeutic contribution of many of tho projects developed in
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previous - in Isr%el, the U.S. and elsewhere - by scienti:;ts

anq worker:; in the field. So::.e of Lis here :J VF devoted perhar.s

twenty 7u'_ f3 of our lives to tnese projects.

Perhl herc Ye snould it cle%r t%t accordinc, to (Y.I.T.

assu7n4,1cn3 1.3 need for comnrnenslve
plannin ryt r rte. _e.' of !..d:;-;nisttive decr.ntraliz!Ition rd thr:

encourhi-er...ent of inti.:ttive werker the field (headmasters,

teachers, parents, pupils, etc.). On the contrary, when an eduer:t-
i

tional syte:r, h,_s reached tne st-e of develorment wherein it iS

prepard to be ()nen %rd - to encore the char.,7e. in values,

the arproaches, prc:-Jarednes:: creativity of a heterogeheou

porul%tion - it at resort to a=inistn:tive decentralization and

develorment-plannins:.

The task Cf adminictrative decentralin-tion is to provide

logistic sur)port in supplies, counsellir4-; and evaluation of every

local initiative, in order to assure the initiators of the prospects

of success, so that their efforts will be translated frcm goodwill

into apnropriate action. It is the ret-ronsibilit:i of the comnrehen-

sive, ste:::tic dynamic to ensure a i',-eneral view of the
is to maint':in ne.oessL,.ry bl.ance, to hermit choic of

^r:Ds-ect -tmal results for ech

investnt - local, recion..::1 or national.

And thirdly, we must tear in mind the fact that, on the one hand,

expenditure cn education has risen both absolutely and relatively ove:'

the It decade, and on the oth(.,r hand, there is a i-.7rowinc feel,::_z of

frustration amonT the 7'ublio, d.ze to the limited nature of the chan,,7:=

that has been achieved, and a feelin,:! of weariness in face of the

inertia of the dem:.nd for increased investment in this field. The

67t1lorin infl::tion in ever:: of the world, the Arab oil

mail, the di=yin:7 rise in defr.:,,e ext:nditl:re resultin from t:le

systetic to is:ic:Lted ex,:nsive ar:r,amcnt sy:=1;e:r.s,

f!.tet;1- on 'o w411 not sLak of here, will inthe

futu_a Ua J to a re reduoti.:n in the 7ublic resource: available

for to ,o.:.00:t in to t..e a,:v:tnce'...lent of tile

grou,.-,; we .ate th.o

o: th(' the -ietc.riort7:.ch

rort, ct :. v.:ew of the frow.:..n.:7 between hcicno..
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ey.pcetaton:; !.thd achivent:; (thi!2 w%'; defined in

Lhe of "i:%11. Cur iuture" wni: it. lr%e.1 %nd tne

it evc-n al; it Tue:tin of

our, Iivu --q tne livn D our enildren) tr!:t r.(!n

th%t !-re..,cetE, in f:r:cLari-

zationl 711'_12 cc=uncation ",(li'. ~Ind

such like - win not in the r,;,n allow th nr:,r, of Inc: c1i:;v1vn-

tatred to Le it -rmved.

Here wr! add, in all - nc.s.erit and E-,implicity,

that of the 73o-rrtllea th%t r.ve far bEen proposed

in public school, were not re: The:: were reneraUy

activiti that attem71-d to certain elento in tne

cox.plx ,:nown as tne s^hool, to heln the -disaavantaced to

adju2t to binc: in an lnstitu.tion unsuited. to their needs. ,e may

add that even thc!3e chancje:; th:-_,t were sui7:ested were nit in the main

adopted after the exi.)eri%.-e:-,tal st2,7e, r:nd therefore did not have even

thr limited si.::.nific::nce the: h=stve hf,:d. The factors that went

to form denres:;in 7'ictre wt-31-,-: cultural, admf.nistrativc and

humi-In inertia - factors which we nec;d to analyse so as to bring about

an effectLve chane.

If our diccuion focus on T.ent-niannin in the educa-

th-)na!_ it i. not tecr,cuse we enoun to thin :: that

it is pos.J.i.tie tO isolte this question fr:-'m the -7',.ener:::1 issue of the

mobili;:ation of society a whole, witn al: its in::titutions, to

tackle the prob.l.e. Our discussion was precEded in Israel by the

Prime Minister's Commission on the problems of "youth in distress ",

which discussed the general questions of easurin a certain level of

income, nccomodation, enloyment and sc f:rth - seein.r; the education-

al syste as one of the areas of czo'..erh-Lent

The ,:cv.:rnm_::,t ::.;:roved the main recom.mc.n:ition

concrn
, ,,,,

In our -

tn or,lyr to a dtc.,cr of it

EANC.1 to tn1:1:1 n ac,s:. on:: into a concr:_te

prooc:: for it



but als-) in confin.:.,1 to u

socih.", - ozr....oro

of

tity, fre;..2'!:tih for th
urbnition of th,! city, in'..er-eti.nlc and
intor-n%tiohl cni1C-rodrihj p[ttterns,
choice of occuputioh p%tterns of so,ciul
econoa'.ic th, in our opinion, f!ro the
foci of intereot IC: the futre, r_.nd in (-J.Ch one of ther% there ttri2o:;
the prol. of or.:.ohtich c:::.otionr.;1

in th,: of activit'o- cf tne

To up, 1on-tor::'.'develo-,::..:ht-71,...hhin tc we define it
us to relr:tin.-- to

its r-0:7.-7,
to The

This it ion refrs 1:3 Yirstly,

os.htr',,o-.-d on rtin
tow%rd nrared-

nes:.; to fro::: the youns; child to tho exau:.7,c who

is preld Lc up roles in the far:.ily, work, in the co;_uhity
and in society t The sociition :roctss influences the
develont of 1:n:1 ::-..otivtion, and 1so lc::ds to

chcio n. Tno so a2c, I'ne result of inter:lotion

betw,2en 1ne or his conseicuE

or unconscious person. 4cision on the one hand, ana the in5ti.tu-

tionati mechanis:::s of choice no selection or the other. The3e in

their turn Irc p:trtly of conscious design :::nd pi:rtTly the result of

inertia td blinuneso with reL;L:rd to the sip..ific:%nce of a certain

solution. PotL-nt11y, r-rcroess o:.n be inflnceci

by of t ivoc for 1.'or

the 1-cvc :Liv,:ht of

: !. 11 C''cccJ
1-1 . . . n e

h:Ivc -

COO y : - '

7 - t; :7 . t C t S Yk'

5 h
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fortL, instnts
rivt:

For c.loh intuced
vrious rcIrch an'; for evE:ry

varib:e it is -.)!..oioIe to frr,:s of different si7.e
comnosition tivity, tnrouEr in f.=::1

grout s fr= 10 to ;;,;) :rticiT,ants), to activity in the

fra:nework of unit:: .sith zar.v 7.artif.-%:nt, or even throuh Ihe mass
c=unic%tion

Secondly, we re Cevelont-nlanninp. (Lncro-
pl%nnin) aryd (in?;ivLdual: anninE). In

each of these tnre %re also Yor instance: in

-lannif: there is ti :oen Ion of 2.race (what izthe

unit in roy scoo. - do I wish to des:1 witn the ;:uection of culturl

pu.tterns, elite and the likrz, or with c.:ir the charcter
of the extensive and inclusive institu.:ion known as the school?); and

the di7nension of t - :oust I begin with irL:oediate action (because

of pressures - militry security, orani7tions.1

personnel etc.) or process of gradual d:svelornt? In

uddition there is the ':t;estion, do wish to. or am I obliced to, pla

for the snort, 2:ediu7, or loni:-ran,--e (for the foreehtioned res'.sons)?

And thi - we tat about the futur - in

the world in e2neral and in 1-rael in particulor - is not a

for ,avoidin_ii On the cont=y,

precisely bec:luse ar::: not sure of the nature and signific.7..nce of

future dcveloents, we muit wor:: constntly 2.nd dyna:nical,y to

pre!,yre the of to classify

in cyder of Frioriv s7) ns to iOve on: e_Ive.3 or:nfith'hoo in the

existnce of nitorn:iv ,: and ut of ch.Dui-,

to cur
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Who Are the Disadvantaged for Planning Purposes?

a. Definition of the term

The term "teunei tipuach" (those in need of fostering), is synonymous

with names that have been given to groups in similar states in other coun-

tries, e.g., culturally disadvantaged, culturally different, culturally

deprived, socially disadvantaged, poverty area children, etc. The common

denominator of these terms is that they refer to social groups (ethnic,

class, regional, etc.) whose status in the process of modernization is low,

and who suffer from a lack of political, social and economic power and

influence, compared to the dominant groups in the society. The term,

"culturally or socially disadvantaged", therefore, is a sociological

generalization which defines the relative situation, in time and place,

of a group which has to find possibilities for social mobility and social

status within the framework of a given general social system, at this stage

of the modernization process.

Every group with a common ethnic background, class status or geographic

origin shares unique cultural characteristics that have been shaped over a

long period of time. These characteristics contradict or even clash with

the expectations based on the cultural characteristics of the dominant

group, which shapes the social institutions that serve it, especially the

school, the chief instrument for socializing the future generation. When

the members of a group coming from the "other" culture cannot adapt to the

new expectation norms and do not receive the cultural, social and economic

advantages and the opportunities that go with them, they are considered

by the dominant group to be inferior, and they gradually internalize a self-

image of inferiority into their own personalities and those of their

children.
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A cultural-social group that remains in a sociometric situation for a long

period of time gradually develops certain norms, values and patterns of

behavior that it transmits to its children--consciously or unconsciously.

This process is expressed in the interaction patterns within the family,

in child-rearing and in schooling, which supplements the shaping of

abilities, skills, knowledge and motivation.

The characterization of culturally disadvantaged groups, from a psycho-

logical and pedilgogy standpoint, can he found in research projects and

the testimonies of educators.

The above-mentioned names are not accidental; they express social

values which, at a certain stage of political development, influenced

the introduction and dissemination of a certain terminology.

What is special to the term, "teunei tipuach" ("in need of fostering"),

which we have added to Israel's socio-educational vocabulary, is a

positive normative.a_pproach that says that members of inferior groups-

from the standpoint of the educational system's expectat.ons--can improve

their state. But for this they need the appropriate assistance in foster-

ing their intellectual and social ability.

We based the name, "teunei tipuach" on three value-oriented assumptions:

First, ye are dealing with a group in a state of relative deficit; second,

we believe in the possibility of fostering and advancing this group; third,

the educational system is assuning the responsibility and commitment for

carrying out the necessary fostering.

:turfy of the development of Israel's educational system reveals four

major stages in the society's awareness of the problems of the Disadvantaged

in OIL, past, and a fifth stage, which should shape the development of the

educiounl system in the future on the basis of planning for the coming

decade.
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The term "Teunoi-Tipuach" and the definition of the groups involved were

raised during the third stage, known as the Compensatory Stage, or the

"State Protection" Stage. In our survey, "Confrontation of the Educa-

tional System with the Needs of Disadvantaged Pupils" (see ), we

described the nature and activity of each stage. Here we will merely

recall the namesi

a. The "Pioneer-Voluntary" Stage - until establishment of the state

in 1948.

b, The "Formal Equality" Stage - the first decade of statehood,

1947/8-1947/8.

c, The "" Compensatory"" or "State Protection" Stage - The second

decade of statehood, 1957-8/1968.

d. The School Reform Stage - from 1968 onwards.

e. "School as an Experimenting Proposition" - the future develop-

ment stage, commencing with our current efforts. It was out-

lined in the above paper, in the article by M. Smilansky and

D. Sanders (see ), and in decisions already taken by the

Ministry of Education in matt -rs of flexible schedules, encourage-

ment of local initiative by the teacher and the school, encourage-

ment of reorientation in teacher training, administrative decen-

tralization, and macro-planning for changes adapted to future

needs.

For purposes of our discussion it is important to see that what at one stage

is considered a liberal or socialist vision becomes, in the next stage, a

subject for criticism and an expression of the failure to come to terms

with the need for change, in view of the new needs and possibilities. Hence,

the question, Who arc the Disadvantaged? should be raised in the context of

seeing the condition of certain groups from the perspective both of
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expectations of the modernization stages and patterns and of the challenge

and assistance offered by a system aimed at helping individuals and groups

confront the expectation of survival and advancement.

b. Definition of the lLoups in compensatory education_pro.grams thus far.

Every society, in every stage and pattern of the modernization process,

has various general goals and definite aims of progress towards the solu-

tion of problems and achievements. Since we defined the Disadvantaged as

members of groups who, in a given situation, cannot cope with certain

expectations of the dominant group which have been internalized by these

groups as well, the question, Who are the Disadvantaged? becomes not only

a relative one but also a differential one. We must be aware of the need

to conceptualize the dynamic process of a society that is aiming at

differential goals and, in so doing, defines the needs of different groups

on the basis of a diagnostic differentiation that is directed by clear

normative criteria. Thus, our approach to planning must be directed,

first of all, towards a detailed definition of the groups involved and of

their need to change within the modernization process taking place in

Israel. Second, we must define the approaches of the basic system which

society has invested with the task of coping with problems of raising the

status of such groups. The third task is to define the assumptions and

hypotheses with respect to the anticipated processes of advancement and

the desirable processes of involvement on the part of the educational

system in furthering this matter.

The definition of Disadvantaged groups varies according to needs and goals.

In general, it cln be said that Israel's educational system has used four

main definitions: ethnic, ethnic-social, social and regional.

(1) The ethnic definition aims at broadening the representation of

members of groups originating from the Middle East and North Africa io

secondary and primary education, while reducing the degree of correlation



achievements; enabling members of these groups to have access to a wider

reference group, at the same time developing models for identification

with their ethnic group; and minimizing the prejudices of the population

of European origin regarding the capacity of these groups to develop their

abilities and improve their status.

The background for including those; ethnic groups in the Disadvantaged

category is the existence of a disparity in thej.r manifestation of

ability and achievement, and the assumption that only deliberate, syste-

matic preferential discrimination for all members of these ethnic groups

will ensure the possibility of a greater inter-ethnic balance and social

interaction. The means tried in the past were mainly administrative, e.g.,

a lower standard for entry into selective institutions or reserving places

according to a quota system. As a supplement positive fostering activi-

ties are, of course, necessary: in the area of self-identity, preparation

for family living within the context of an accelerated process of seculari-

zation and democratization, and cognitive and affective fostering to

ensure an ability to cope with the social system now and in the future.

(2) The ethnic- social definition rests on the previous assumption,

as well as on the frequent correlation between ethnic background and

child-rearing patterns, but it also takes into account the physical and

social conditions of large families living in impoverished areas, low

incomes, etc. The patterns of the influence of this configuration have

been demonstrated in studies in both Israel and the United States. There

are many examples of the use of this criterion, combining ethnic origin

with social conditions, in the policies of the Ministry of Education.

For purposes of our discussion, we shall mention the definition of a

"disadvantaged school" as an institution eligible for preferential treat-

ment as regards extended schedules, manpower, equipment and tutorial
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assistawe to teachers according to an index that includes the ratio of

pupils who are members of these ethnic groups and meet the social criteria.

Similarly, there is a criterion for admitting pupils to the Ministry of

Education's boarding school, which reserved 70-800 of the places for

members of the "Oriental" communities. Only afterwards do the guidelines

grant individual preference to those coming from impoverished areas, out-

lying di...,tricts, large families, etc.

It should he added thtt about 400 of the Jewish children grow up in 11%

of the large families (families with 4 or more children) , and about 80%

of them are members of the "Oriental communities". About 20% of them come

from 4-5% of families with at least 6 children, and of these more than

900 are members of these ethnic groups. The very fact that the vast

majority of Jewish families in Israel are "planned" families with a

smaller burden (and they arc the ones who determine the image of the

expectations of the social institution called school) intensifies the

problem of so many children, who are considered exceptional because of

their ethnic background and social situation.

(3) The social definition assumes that children who live in a

"poverty culture" (or even only in impoverished circumstances) are in-

capable of realizing their potential and are certainly incapable of

coping with the equalitarian conditions of the educational system, which

fosters values of democracy and social integration. While we all realize

that school is not the central agent for improving housing, raising the

standard of living and helping families take advantage of potential

possibilities, nevertheless, so long as the present .structure dividing

responsibility among the government ministries exists, the Ministry of

Education must adopt a policy that will ensure every child's chance of

adapting and advancing, and this cannot be done without taking into

account the special needs of children living in inferior social conditions.
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Examplos of the way the social criterion, without including the ethnic

criterion, has been used are: graduated tuition (in kindergarten and

high school), additional learning equipment, meals at school, tutoring,

cultural enrichment at school or during free time, admission to certain

boarding schools, etc.

(4) The regional definition assumes that in the existing social

set-up, residing in certain geographical regions creates a deficit in

iev-ming opportunities and motivations, because of the cultural and

social composition of the population, which creates cultural patterns

and a social climate which do not conform to the expectations of the

dominant norm in the society. These regions also lack a desirable

standard of services (because the people running them cannot carry out

their function as expected).

Under such conditions, the policy of fostering must compensate everyone

living in such geographical locations, irrespective of his or her ethnic

background or social situation. Just as the economic ministries--who

wish to disperse the population for security, political or economic

reasons--gives preference in housing, taxation and other rights, according

to regional definitions, so, too, the Ministry of Education must give

these areas better buildings and equipment, more manpower, special

enrichment possibilities for the gifted, and possibilities for reha-

bilitation of the weak and the problematical.

The educational system in Israel, as in other countries, has given pre-

ferential treatment according to a geographic criterion both to outlying

districts--villages and development towns--and to poorer sections of

the large cities.
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c. Proposed additional definitions for the future

Of late, two more approaches for focu_ing assistance to further the

Disadvantaged have been developed, which, despite a certain overlapping

with the above definitions, have a certain unique quality of their own.

(1) Recommendations of thu Prime Minister's Commission on Youth in

Distress (see ).

The Commission saw a need for focusing on the defining of the

problem and on eliminating and reducing it by recommending a guaranteed

income for families (through child allowances that would guarantee an

income equal to the minimum wage), improved housing, improved community

services, and improvement of the public welfare services. Three indi-

cators for characterizing distressed families were: income per person,

crowded housing conditions (3 or more to a room), and education of the

head of the family (not more than 7 years). Relying on these indicators,

the Commission foind that the number of children in two-dimensionally

distressed families totalled roughtly 160,000. Of these, 25,000 suffer

from "deep distress", i.e., a combination of all three indicators.

(2) Recommendations of the Ministry of Education team for drawing up

short-_term fostering policy.

This team was appointed by the director of the Ministry of Education

for the purpose of suggesting additional methods of activity that would

serve as a has'.s for immediate improvement, even before the long-term

planning teams submit their findings and recommendations. M. Elgarbeli

brought a proposal to the team (see ) which it approved and which

received the backing of the Pedagogical Board of the Ministry of Education.
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l'he system is based on the following basic principles: First, we must

distinguish among different degrees of a need for fostering a pupil, in

accordance with the severity of this social background, assuming that this

is a factor which will influence his chances for success in his studie:;.

Instead of the existing dichotomous classification of schools for

preference in receiving fostering services, which divides schools into

three categories: well-established, partially in need of support and

disadvantaged (a category based on three criteria: results of the

annual National Survey of Scholastic Achievement, percentage of pupils

whose parents are from Middle East and North African countries, and

characteristics of the teachers), it was suggested that a continuum

be created for purposes of classification. Each school will receive

points according to the percentage of children from a disadvantaged back-

ground and the degree of their retardation in learning.. The charac-

teristics will determine the relative situation of the student population

of a school according to family background, and, on this basis, will

determine the apportionment of the fostering budget to that school.

The school then determines, on the basis of individual needs, which

pupils will benefit from which kinds of assistance. This system allows

for an apportionment of the financial resources on the basis of an

objective index and gives every school the authority and responsibility

for devising its pupils' fostering program. The variables selected thus

far for the point system are: father's education, size of family, and

ethnic origin. The indices are based on an analysis of the relative

influence of these background factors on success in the National Survey

of Scholastic Achievement. Analysis of this Survey in all the elementary

schools led to the decision to call a child Disadvantaged, according to

his background characteristics, if he belongs to a group 40 or less of
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which reached the 70th percentile in the Survey. The cut-off point was

decided upon because it was considered desirable to include in the

Disadvantaged category the majority of children whose chances for success

were lower than average.

The portion of every school in the national fostering budget will be in

direct proportion to the total points accumulated; thus, both the

number of disadvantaged pupils an0 the severity of their situation arc

taken into consideration, In this way, disadvantaged children who attend

a school where most of the pupils are not disadvantaged can also benefit

from fostering.

On the basis of this method, 1155,000 children in elementary school--

amounting to 44% of the student populationwere defined as Disadvantaged,

in keeping with the above criterion of less than 40% chance for success,

About 35,000 children (9% of all pupils) are Specially Disadvantaged,

meaning that their chances for success are less than 25%,

By means of these and other multi-variable indices, we can reach a

systematic diagnosis of the needs of types of institutions, based on the

distribution of disadvantaged pupils in them, and can focus our follow-up

studies of their progress on influence of the composition of the pupils,

the fostering methods chosen by the school, etc.

d. Conclusion

When making decisions for the macro-planning process, I think the

task forces for every age group should examine the significance of the

.alternative definitions, That is, fostering programs for kindergarten

Or elementary school can focus on the unique needs of the defined groups

of pupils according to the extent of deficit in intellectual development

or level of skills in defined areas, while fOr secondary and higher
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education, it is possible to develop differential tasks by distinguishing

among raising the "threshold" in certain areas; assistance in admission

to institutions, or selected subjects for more gifted children who

belong to disadvantaged ethnic or social groups; assistance to those who

have a chance of succeeding to help, them stay on in certain institutions;

and so on.

It is clear from each of these types of definition that we are speaking

of a high percentage of the total student population. Hence, on the

one hand, we will need more resources than in the past and, on the other,

the main thrust of our planning efforts will have to focus on ensuring

fundamental changes in the image of school; giving definite responsibility

to every school for advancing its disadvantaged pupils; and

ensuring a logistic helping system that will give credibility to the

promise that every group of children differentially defined as Disad-

vanted will receive the same fostering which the behavioral sciences

and the educational system are potentially capable of offering, provided

they see the problem and gear themselves to tackle it.
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Paranol to this was heard the claim that elementary school was already

teu late, that preparedness for school should start at the pre-school

level. For years programs described in our survey and others were implemented.

411c;-1 16ndergarten did not live up to expectations, itAs said that one year

WC: NOt enough and that age 5 was too old. Israel, therefore, developed

pre- ndurgarten nursery schools for 3-5-year-olds, just as America intro-

duced Head Start. Again we saw in recent years that when evaluations did

not meet expectations, it was said that preparation must be started in the

first three years of life.

Now we are saying that preparation should be started during adolescence,

because adolescents are future parents, and if we want to prevent the

culturally disadvantaged from falling behind, we must give precedence to

preparing adolescents, through preventive action.

To the second circle belong the italdevelopme!aents, raised

by Hunt, Bloom, Smilansky and others, in an attempt to point to certain pre-

school ages as critical for intellectual development, alongside early

Freudian generalizations about the critical nature of the early years in

emotional and social development. Certain psychologists and pedagogues

tried to translate the above data into the assumption that focusing foster-

ing on a certain critical developmental stage would create the conditions

for a culturally disadvantaged child to make the Jeep necessary to catch up

with the "normal" child, thereby solving the problem. As we all know from

various reports,, this miracle did not take place. And just as those in

the first circle kept Pushing the age tack to an earlier one, those in the

second circle developed arguments favoring longer periods of handling one

stage until the next develoyl.ental stat;e, as in the Anerican concept of the

Follow-T:!rough Program.

To the third circle belori the socioloi-ical are:-Lnents claining tnat if

yount-7sters we're not riven as at certn Ewes and failed in school,
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thie would lead to psychological attrition, alienation, dropping out,

delinquency, inability to adapt to the needs of the economy, the :moiety,

etc. Therefore, attention and activity should be focused on social rehabili-

tation through activities such as informal compensatory education, the

creation of new social frameworks, placement at work etc.

It seems to me that when thinking about the future, we must cease looking

for panaceas and must realize that every age has its own developmental

tasks and problems of coping, and, consequently, its own potentialities

and needs for fostering. What and how to foster varies according to each

age. Experiments have shown successes and failures for every age group,

despite the differences in approach, when judged by the criteria of the

experimenters for defining aims, determining means, and evaluating results.

Just as in the previous section we defined the differences between the

groups needing fostering, we must also define differences in the aims of

the fosterinp. There are problems that must be dealt with in the early

years, and others which should be given priority at a later age. There-

fore, when organizing our planning for the coming decade, we organized

parallel work teams for different age groups. The job of each team is to

ask what significant things can be dcne to foster children of a certain

age within the framework of the age group for which it is responsible.

Each team will ask about the preferred needs and approaches at the outset

of the discussion of priorities. Only later will we discuss the relative

priorities of age groups in light of the targets set by each team.

c) We must evaluate .the existin :. socialization model in view of its "reniues,

condition of the disadvantared,t'heir needs, and the rossibilities for chance.

I described the situation in another raper (see ). In this paper I shall

summarize its contents in two ways: first, by. illustrating the progress from

pre-school years through adolescence, and tnen by noting major crossroads

which constitute barriers in t:.e developin Trocess of siftineg and sortine.

he
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Model forfor Adoleacence

If we recall the demonstration model for pre-schoolers and use it as a

supplement to the present molel, to broaden the base of our perception of

the present picture, we nhall arrive at several assumptions:

a. The unilinear and dichotomous organization of socialization in

accordance with chronological a::13 fails to take into account the differences

in the growth rates and patterns of people in general, and of a hetero-

geneous population in particular. This organization of the hierarchy in

the educational system has a certain historic background in Western culture

which gave rise to a selective, hierarchical system, at the head of which

stands the university, a "sacred cow" with whose conservative patterns one

must not interfere, and which dictates--in theory or in practice--the fact

that whoever does not meet the criterion of correlation with its expecta-

tions must, at a certain point, be categorized as a failure, to be shunted

into a peripheral field or into a lower grouping rank, until he enters the

labor market in a lower social status.

It seems to me that anyone wishing to deal seriously with the subject of

long-range planning for the advancement of the culturally disadvantaged

must tackle the definition and organization of another system of socializa-

t on, one which is based'on modular, deve'kopmental system patterns, as I

shall try to demonstrate in the course of this discussion. (For illus-

tration see appendices A and B).

b. So long as the present model is not shattered or changed, we must

ask how we can ameliorate its negative effect on the chances for advance-

ment of the culturally disadvantaged. I an referring to a change in the

social climate in the direction of cooperation instead of competition,

replacing grouping methods with modular courses, widening the possibilities

of choice, adapting curricula and teacning materials, changing the methods

of eval ttion, abolishing mAtricul_tion exam.in!tton:1, etc.
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c. As long as the present model exists, one must assure the culturally

disadvantaged groups of lwistic help in c:pirg with the crossroad barriers

in order to increase their cnances for upward mobility. Various programs

which have been tested Burin,; the decade of fostering, whether focusing on

advancement or rehabilitation--ht.ve shown chances for a certain amount of

success in this direction, from kindergarten to university . Every program

can be evaluated and criticized in terms of its advantages and limitations,

even if it is only an undesirable substitute in this case. Thus, the test

is how to guarantee the maximum advantages in accordance with defined

criteria.

In other words, the planning system must progress simultaneously in two

directions: a struggle to develop awareness of the need to change the

system and attempts to bring about these changes; and, parallel with this,

the assurance of vital efforts to help the culturally disadvantaged cope

more successfully with the existing model.

d) Comnrehensive planning must examine the possibilities for gradual transfer

over to alternative models of socialization for different ageyrcuos.

Strategically speaking, it seems to us that there are three possi-

bilities for real.zing an accelerated chance of success. One way can be

defined as the demonstration approach- -the design of experimental models

whose success will demonstrate potentialities for advancement which in the

past seemed unrealistic. From my past experience, I can mention the "enrich-

ment centers" (see ) and the boarding , nools for "gifted" children of

the culturally disadvantaged population (see

In these cases the first ste.i, was to exrand a demonstration, and when

positive signs pro:nised success, the models were adopted by the national

*for illustrations see: 3milansy X. and Nevo D., Education of the

Disadvantaret in Iraol: A 1:n,:itndinl stl:dr ":7'ftcd" disAdvad

adolvIzconts. Xediax, Co11%., 1071.



educational system and were allowed to expand systematically and to a

significant degree. Present programs include proposals for experimenting

schools, for the training of counselors in developing self-identity and .

preparation for family living, and a proposal for a community Helping System.

Of course, everyone here can point to additional examples, and every example

should be evaluated not only in terms of. its importance to certain children,

but also in terms of the possibilities of applying it more widely.

A second method I call the penetration of a relatively empty vacuum approach.

The most conspicuous example is the Head Start program, which swept America,

because it was aimed at an age group which was not organized within the

American system. There was, therefore, no immediate opposition on the part

of establishment or profesw.onal parties with vested interests, as there

was to attempts to change tle elementary and high schools and the universi-

ties. For example, in Israel there are nursery schools from age 3, and the

vacuum there is from birth to age 3. So a special work team of the planning

committee will examine the reeds and the experiments may be aimed to meet

them, in order to design suitable comprehensive programs. When we say

"vacuum", we don't mean that no activities exist, but that there is no

dominant institution, and a considerable segment of the population under

discussion does not receive the necessary care. According to this criterion,

other vacuums exist with respect to informal education for adolescents,

beyond that of the school curriculum, care of young adults outside of

school, work with parents and possibi]ities for continuing adult education.

Again, work teams of the Planning Co=ittee for the Advancement of the

Culturally Disadvantaged will exa7:ine the needs and potentialities in

each of these areas.

A third way is to exploit a social crisis. The great social and educa-

tional r(:rop:ns dove.lored at7:t nst a bacl,:cro.:n.i of the ne;:ative itr.pact of'
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serious crises, e.g., war, internal strife, economic crisis, etc. When we

plan for the coming decade, not only must we not neglect a crisis like the

Yom Kippur War in Israel; we msst use its effects as a basis for trying to

design a way of organizing that will open up new possibilities. In

appendix B we give an example of a memorandum which we prapared to demon-

strate the need for devising a different socialization process for 16-21 -

year -olds. Various assumptions given in the outline of this appendix

offered were part of the values for which we wished to develop an aware-

ness even without a crisis, e.g., the need to end the inertia of continued

attendance in a one-dimensional school after the age of compulsory education,

the need to legitimize work and occupational training alongside theoretical

studies, the desire to integrate studies with national military or

civilian service, the need for new social structures for social interaction

and the fostering of self-identity, etc. A crisis situation creates a

fitting political, economic and emotional base for challenging conventions

and seeking alternative paths.

e) We must see that the tossibilities for rlanninq and developing fosterinp,

ro-raris al!:ost unlimited.

Therefore, our assumption that school should be an "experimenting

proyosition" should find expression in both macro-planning and micro-

planning.

Ire must develop awareness of the numerous possibilities for developing

schools, at every ace, into helping systems with multiple coals, frame-

works, proerams and methods--a constellation rich in its offerings and

enriching in its rewards, conforming to the variety of the needs and

potentialities of both puyils and teachers. ie shall give simplistic

examples of the existi,z slterhatives in the following oie1:
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Dimeheions and variables of ,K1..:.aible confi .:ration:, in ever foaterin,

grogra m:

Goals of fostering: one or more of tne 'goals outlined in the taxonomy, of

educational cognitive, hffective and eensori-motor goalu

Age of fostering: every age group, from the first year of life through

adolescence. For example, kindergarten for 5-year-olds,

nursery school for 3-4-year-olds, etc.

Focus of the approach: preventive, fostering-pro!.lotive, or rehabilitative

Framework: individualization, wall group, class room, large group

Areas of fostering: reading, scientific concepts, scciodramatic play,

painting, clay modeling, etc.

Composition of groups: from homogeneity through different proportions of

heterogeneity to complete heterogeneity, according

to criteria of background, skill and achievement.

Agents of cultivation: teacher, teacher and tutor, teacher and aide,

teacher and parent, parent and aide, etc.

From this 'multi-dimensional and multi-variable model - -which we have not

yet found a way to illustrate because of its complexity--we can see that

v.ery syb- systen or institution, depending on the composition of its

pupils and educational staff can devise (on the basis of experience gained

in past experiments with fostering) a differential operational program

which will contain an optimum of chances for shaping variety and advancement.

For example, fron experiments in Israel alone, with one kindergarten age-

cohort, we found tnat when the defincd goal was promotion cf cognitive

skills we could acnieve tnis by fosterin,:: the areas of increased word and

concepts vocabulary (A), reading (B), sociodramatic play (C), painting (D),

clay modeling (F.), development of scientific concepts (F), learning

arithmetic 0% 7:.ove....,ent
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Svery area has its own metr.ods, so that we can speak of la or 2a or 3a,

etc. Most of the methods can be used within an individualistic teaching

framework, or a small croup, or a classroom or a genoral framework. ::cet

of the groups can be operated in varying proi%ortions of heterogeneity

from the standpoint of background, skill, knowledge, etc. And some of

the methods can be used by different agentsteacher, aide, tutor, parent,

etc. But even to the combination of teacher and aide, teacher and tutor,

teacher and parents, should be added the fact that different combinations

can be used in every weekly program, depending on the area and method of

fostering, e.g., reading + scientific concepts + arithmetic, or reading +

sociodrama. + painting, or scientific concepts + vocabulary + painting, etc.

And for every area a different method can be chosen, as demonstrated above.

Thus, we have a potentially unlimited choice of mathematical formulae with

respect to possible composition. We could demonstrate the same thing for

early adolescence, where as part of a financially limited project called

Nt:TA (Secondary-School Fostering Pre,ject), we tried for four years to develop

models for alternative methods of cognitive fostering. In this project we

included, in addition to the routine subjects, attempts to develop a foster-

ing program through comprehension exercises, thought exercises, integration

of science and crafts, fostering by use of newspapers, films, simulation

games, etc.

In contrast to the enormous potential, the conservative and monotonous

inertia of the educt.tion31institutions is particularly pronounced. It is

rooted, on the one hand, in the creativity and manpower available

and, on the otner, in the atoence of a suitaole loci6tic helping system for

the develoyment schenes.

1) In view of our w.Tarenens of the variet... of nee,ia and foster:nr- possibi-

11 tit " :;, develov a willinoos to adcot an a.;:roach t :' a± will rive



ever/ schoA. the resnennihility for eutonemic cosing, with the T,rolise of

fil4C0::3 in advanciv it:; rueile in tse fern of a "foeter:ns basket" and_a_

"logistic neleirs: vstee!".

For this assumption we raise three intertwined proposals: First,

the historic selective system hes seen its role and carried out its tasks '

from a perspective that regards schools, teachers, curricula and evalua-

tion methods as givens, i.e., pupils must undergo a differentiation and

selection process according to how well they measure up to the normative

expectations of each of these statis components. We speak, instead, of

school as a dynamic) exoerimentin,c! erotosition in which the pupil is the

central figure whom it is our duty to help in his progress towards self-

development and ability to engage his environment. Schools are responsible

for fostering their pupils--from the standpoint of skills, knowledge and

motivation--as the /advance from one stage of development towards defined goals.

Second, in order to meet the test of responsibility, the school needs to

feel a fundamental security in the knowledge that it has a sufficient

potential reserve of the means of fostering. It must also feel tnat it

has alterairayaisesl..ineirtivit in order to bring

out the potential of its staff, its pupils and the people who can and

should help it achieve its responsibility. We refer to the combination of

pe,erams and methods developed experimentally by each school--with the

help of its own manpower and the assistance of outsiders--as a "fostering

basket". The extent of financial help from the general system for the

"foster:rig basket" of every school will be determined on the basis of

criteria which take into account such factors as the school's location,

size, student population (social background arm : ability), ability to use

various mnterials, etc.* Third, it is impossible to expect a sin.ele

school, especially in problem or isolnted areas, to meet the test of

responsibility towards its pupils and to use the "fostering basket" to

its fullest potential if it is not cuaranteed a "loeistic helping system".

*For an exa-,ple of a pro:-zsal nlon: t:.ese lines see %. "f4:nensions in aarac-
terinine tne k:on!-osition of a .2,&oci 'Xetncda for Allocating Fo:lturin:

to i . c. nn.1 of :lannit., ;an. 19-:.
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The helpir ayutem should be part of the decentralized adt.inistrative system.

It should be constructed by the :qniatry of i;ducation in collaboration with

the universities, i;overn.ent and 7.unicil,W bodies, public services, etc.

Ita function is to guarantee the necessary assistance for continuously

training the teacairq; staff, dynamically evaluating the factors within the

school, adapting curricAa and teaching methods to the possible combinations

demonstrated above, experimenting with alternative approaches to fostering,

helping teachers and pupils in need of social an:: psychological services,

helping families improve their capacity to perform their roles, etc.

This approach has many advantages, the most important of which--according

to our value system--are the gradual development of every school's responsi-

bility and ability to view itself as a socio-educational system instead of

as an ineffectual cog in a bureaucratic machine which is accountable to

some center of operations; greater involvement of teachers, pupils and

parents, instead of the current alienation. integration of services from

outside the school. gradual development of the unique, personal character

of everc,' institutim, instead of the standard, colorless mediocrity common

to most schools today; and the joint feeling; of pupils and teachers that

they share responsibility for realizing to the full the opportunities

available as a result of tne investment made in developing the school and

in shaping the quality of life within it so that it will conform to our

expectations of an institution in which our children will spend the finest

years of their lives.

0) Those of us inyolve3 in 7:tcro-rlannin:- (naticr..11 or reicr17.1) and

micro-r151 aw:,:re of t:-.e t: t177.or.,-, three oDncerts:

"threshold", "ceilin,-" and

ne use t! J.1 concept o: "th.resold" in two ways. First, yotential

diIit1' an ex:'erience in previous educ.:tional syste7ns ot Lo:lo and in
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system. Diagnosis of this condition gives us a diagnosis of the "threshold"

from which we must try to foster the individIrll or iroup towards goals in

their advancement. In certain competitive, selective systems, this diagnosis

is recarced as def:nin._: the of ability, and it is the basis for

attaching labels such as the I.C6, or for predicting the future, thereby

closing the doors to certain lines of advancementeither through homo-

geneous classes (streaming) within a common framework or through admission

to a separate gymnasium for those beyond a given cross-section. In this

situation I would say that the goal of the fostering nrc:,-ral is to break

down conventional predictive ability sr.d to move the child (or the /7.ouc) to

a hii;her threshold of activity. One might say that for all pupils--and

especially the culturally disadvantagedit is possible, through appro-

priate approaches, systematically to raise the threshold. The questions

with respect to certain cases (of individuals or groups) are to what

extent can the threshold be raised, in which areas, how permanent is the

change, and what are the effects of the change.

Second, in different areas where abilities, skills, acnicvenents and

motivations are de7.castrated, there is a "threshold" which it is essential

to reach, in order to prevent accumulated deficits or to open the way for

further advancement. For example, malnutrition affects the capacity for

intellectual development, but the "threshold" for a negative effect is

very low, and the effects can be prevented by a relatively minor invest-

ment, easily within the reach of every system in Israel or the United

States (one 'valanced :real a day is enou:h to prevent ...altratrition). Housing

coalitions and social clialate in hoz.es of t :.e culturally disadvantaged

:I.:Ike it impcs:lible for the pupils to do their h:7.ew.erk. :Ms "threshold"

can also be overcc..7.e by a suitaOle arrw.c.e::..ont fo,r homework at school.

Master, of readnE: skills at an early sta(e is'a "threshold" which, if not

passed, leaves the pupil v.naVle to develop or to cope with his

how b:yond
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ouch a peruonality (initiative, flexibility, concentration, perseverance,

ability to interact, etc.) influence acievenent oven within the narrow

confines of ochcol, an even more in the broader, heterogeneous society.

Thus, a 17AU3iVO invent nest oI oignificant proportions in this area until

the "threshold" has teen passed should be given top priority, in keeping

with every criterion of effective investment.

While we nave no doubt, as to the possibility of success for various

fostering programs in raising the "threshold" of most pupils, the situa-

tion is different for breaking through the "ceiling". By this concept we

are referring to the fact that in the current stage of experimentation --

from kindergarten to adolescence--we find a failure to advance signi-

ficantly beyond a certain point. For example, when a fostering program in

a kindergarten does not demonstrate any difference in raising I.Q.'s after

functioning for two years instead of one, from age 4 instead of 5, in a

group of 20 instead of 35, etc., we say that we did not find a way to break

through the "ceiling". We cannot say whether the standstill at the second

point is due to genetic limitations, to the effect of initial deficit or to

the limitations of the fostering methods which we used. The'fact is that

at this stage with most children, fostering prat:aa-Ls come up against a

ceiling that we are unable to break through.

To a certain extent we can generalie and say that the ran:e of fostering

is from diagnosis, or beyond a certain "threshold", to a certain ceiling,

involving an ongoing process of raising the "threshold", using criteria

relating to the acquisition of values, skills, knowledge, at the same

time making clear differenti:itions of the tempo and ;%atlern of devolo.,:ment.

In more d:Aailed(44scussich3 it to see how entry c:aracteristics

affect procress, differential prozrress in differe:A areas, etc. For our

purses it is important to em;'hasie that when'definin,-7 the coals of

f,';atering--for both individual ar. group--we :cust sot Friorities for our

orPor:! wit tho !:I o14-11



the "ceiling".

Alt is true for ntedent3 can, it neeen, he n! lied to a certain extent

and in a certain r.anner to teeeere a3 well. If we Mrs'40 a dikfnosio of

teachers--their aullity, romal education, knowlege and teaching methods --

we arrive at the generalization that teachers at a certain "tnre3old" can

learn and teach only in certain ways. In other words, the "thresho""

they have reacr.ed in the development of their personalities and their

education determines the "ceiling" with respect to their ability to function

within certain approaches.

?rom the point of view of plannine., this means that priority should be

given to a massive investment in raising the "threshold" of the teacher,

or in adapting the composition of the group and the teaching methods to

her degree of preparedness.

What is true of the human variable can) it see7s, be aeblied to a certain

extent and in a certain reaaner to the thysical material variable. There

are certain minimum needs pertaining to plant facilities, classroom size,

equipment, etc. ';:ithout a certain "threshold" the ordinary pupil and the

ordinary teacher will probably not realize their learning potential,

But beyond that "threshold", pro,,:ress depends on a network of other

factors, so that attempts to rake improvements point to a "ceiling" with

respect to the effect of physical, material variables. This is the main

reason that different research eroaects--in Israel, the United States

and ;Atrope--show a lack-of impact Or only a minor impact) arising from

such variables as the school building, equir:ont,- classroom size,- length

of school day,. etc. In every discussion of priorities we must,- when

considering cost, take into account the nature of the phyaiCalMaterial.-

"threphold"....

Of course, both the "tnreehold" tne "ceiling" will be different
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geaerali4ationa in order to %pply restrictive labels. nvery longitudinal

study show:: chilren who have made better progress under certain conditions

and who continued to progress beyond the pro,:lected statistical averages, in

contrast to others whohe perfom.ance was just the opposite. One of the

approaches for improving the chances of fostering the individual is that of

helping the teachers wiertake a syste:7Atic diagnosis with respect to

their pupils' progress and to direct their efforts accordinglyinstead of

being slaves to norms which have been set up for other purposes.

Tne concert of -,noble :? entirel Here we are speaking of

relations within a heterogeneous group, which are influenced not only by

the absolute advancement of the culturally disadvantaed but by the progress

of the-dominant group, which serves as .he reference group; by the changes

in the expectations of the society and the economy at a certain stage and

pattern of modernization; and by the changes in expectations on the part of

the culturally disadvantaged with respect to their status, relative to the

dominant group.

The data we have about the advancement of members of culturally disadvantaged

groups in various countries show that while it is possible, in different

areas--economic, social and intellectual --to -point to progress in elevating

the "threshold", in nost areas the disparities are not small, and in certain

cases there is even a widenirm of the gaps. This is generally true of

culturally disadvantaed-groups- within a "developed" society, just as it

-is-true of the competition between "developed" and "devolopire societies.

We must brode and delve: deeper into this subject in ordcr to increase our

knowledge about the possible deyelOpmental processes. rut fOr purposes of

the: present discussion it is important to state that for certain goals the

aim of f06.10T-M,- rr,c4i'rats is to ra-In and the

criterion for evalulting our achievements 7:,,ISt t'e in this area, For the
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and in a society that cultivates an integrative economy and society--as

opposed to regionhl, sectoral and claSs economies and societies--the

disparities mean an inability to compete under mininhl conditions of

eell oportunity and equal results. For example, there is a uniform

criterion for admission to jobs, and social and occupational mobility is

contingent upon a matriculation certificate or a B.A. degree. The continua-

tion of a 1:6 disparity in this area means perpetuation of an ethnic gap

and precludes any chance for a sense of equal opportunity.

On the other hand, for other purposes the tasks of fostering.are aimed at

raising a certain "threshold ", which would permit activity on a certain

level (for the purpose of enjoying its benefits), or entry into the next

stage, where new possibilities for activity and enjoyment are opened.

The function of planning is continually, to make a meaninrful diagnosis,

both for distirwuishing the importance of "threshold", "ceiling" and closing

"paps", and for the develonin processes towards meetini: differential needs.

For the coming decade we must define our goals with reference to tha above

three concepts in order to ensure three things: first, a sense of success

and motivation to achieve in areas where raising the "threshold" is important

and significant; second, focsing efforts, in certain areas, in the direction

of breaking through the "ceiling" (a culturally disadvantged child can

achieve considerable proi'ress and notable success in a certain area while

foregoing or reducing ,ie.Lands in otner areas); and third, closini7 gars for

selected grours :iisadArantA*d the top third,

as we tried to do in several ways/ And in areas where closing the ors is

vital for achi a social balance (e.g, reprepentation in certain

professions, political representationiirepresentation in tile ar:iy and in

manvement,
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h) We must demonr;trate tr.e s.ijificance of our asmptions about the

Possibility of formulatiala erstem different from the exist:ng one and

ada ted to the needs of culturally disadvantaged :Altils by developing,

micro-models which have -met the test ref reality.

In discussions in the Ydnistry of :Aucation, student. seminars and

courses for principals and teachers, and in field visits, we get the

same reaction -- general ideas are not enough. Attractive proposals for

reform have already been offered in the past but do not pass the credi-

bility test when exposed to the pressures of reality.

The best answer I can offer-is this: first of all, we must believe that

it is possible to develop a school that will meet the needs of individuals

and Ahe society, and must fight for the things we believe in. Second,

there is no tvoe of school that is appropriate for all.children and every

community, so several models should be developed simultaneousl,y. One

cannot escape the problem merely by criticizing the existing schools, or

by raising tempting suggestions to abolish schools (known as deschooling),

because the culturally disadvantaged would be the first to be harmed by

this; the parents of the dominant groups would find their own way of

furthering their children. :,.oreover, I do not believe in-the unsuOcess-.

-ful attempts to create alternative private schools, Most -of which-last-a few

.years and then disintegrate, owing-to-an-inability to withstand social-and

econeio-presSures. It is vita'_ -to create the. alternatives within the

public- causation system, es-parAof the for,every citiuen!s-right-

0 services adapted to his needs. l'hird, :pct kn w which SCrool suits

the needs of a 1:ive,: ,:roun since we are syeskin.. heteroct:IouA pppu-;.
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latio, en acceferhted rate of modernization, existf.ng and developing

pressures, and new options for the future. Tne answer is in the concept we

formulated with Don :;anders and Leboran Colean in a memorandum entitled

"School as an Experimentin:; iorooition" (see ). Tae eig:dficance of

this concept lies in the fact that only tnrough systematic and dynamically

evaluated efforts to constantly improve schools through joint responsibility

of the staff and pupils can one gradually attin a more and more suitable

model. As outlined in that paper, the 14 principles which seen to us to be

central to a model which we believe would meet the needs of adolescents are

a view of the Stages and Patterns of Y.odernizatiOn as a frame of reference

and a view of school as a fostering social system; fostering an affectively-

based cognitive orientation; focusing fostering on the encouragement of

self-development and coping capability. 'We speak of a responsible, not a

permissive, schoolaccountable to the adolescent and society. The adoles-

cent can be a responsible person if we acknowledge and foster this responsi-

bility. Other principles are: cooperation, not competition, as a cultural

pattern; a helping system to ensure progress and success; cooperation with

parents; continual interaction between school and community, with compro-

hensive study encompassing all relevant institutions for acquiring experience;

work and service experience as part of the curriculum; study and teaching as

a way of learning;.fostering of self-identity; preparation for family

living, and understanding of urbanization and urban problems at-a focus for

the study and cultivation program; and. dynamic diagnosis-as a basis for

awareness and meaningful development.- Someone else can and should develop

another model-based on his values- and test its significanee.-
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Fovrth, in order to increase the choice of models and to accelerate

opportunities to see their impact, an international coolerative effort is

needed on the part of those interested in developin the experimenting

approach and designing models adapted to a certain are ,7roup. An example

of such an effort is the attempt to establish an international corporation

of experimenting schools for adolescents. Its first workshop, to be held

in July 1974, will be attended by delegates from 7 educational systems in

the United States and a similar number of systems in Canada, europe and

Israel (see Since the above-mentioned memorandum is available,

and in addition we will be publishing a detailed monograph on the subject,

I shall not elaborate here.

1) Ilpleo_manr3ower acnrorriate for our exectations at a certain develop=

mental stage is Kuaranted, there is no oint in our directing our efforts

towards olanninr: and develctin:, reforms in buildin,-s, comrosition of tuella",

curricula earnin;- materials etc

experience in Israel (as in azrope, America and other places) -consis-
.

tently shows the limitations of manpower in realizing the expectations of

political-and administrative planning.

Therefore, every team discussing the planning of advancement for an age

group or a certain area of activity must ask about the available manpower;

plan a resocialization procesS for this L:any.ower; desi;,n a process of

socialization of new types of Manpower; and ensure a ;-;ilidance and coon-

seling systeu for teachers us part of what we have called a "lo6istic

helping system ".
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We regard tne guarantee of suitable :7anpower as one of the most important

and fundamental advantages of comprehensive plannini:. For example, if a

work team planning the fostering of 0-3-year-olds decides that it should

move in the direction of three altermItives--guiding parents at home,

counseling and demonstration at a regional center, and direct fostering for

education in an infant fostering or day-care center--it will have to define

what ranpoer is needed for these duties, see to it that training programs

are developed, ensure that experimental programs in this area are developed

in the appropriate training institutions, offer guidance to new workers, and

maintain a dynamic evaluation process. By the sane token, if, for example,

the team working on education in adolescence approves our suggestion that

secondary schools should focus on progranIs for fostering self-identity,

preparation for Family Building, and understanding of urbanization problems,

it will have to surest training programs that will guarantee the proper

execution of this task. A final example: if we want to ensure that the

level of execution in i:ImigTant settlements and poverty rural areas is as

high as that in the cities, we will have to offer special stipends to

residents of those settlements in order to give them thorough training for

their duties, as well as to train people to guide them in their work.
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In general it oars be Bald that .1,,ee_tee.aLw 2 ;er ozfe1191

of imeleeentation te2eme nriorit. over the activation of new wvrans,

since a conaideraele ieart of our investment thus far (to a greater or

leseer degree) has been wasted because of ti' dieparity hetween what was

invested in buildirws, installation a or programs and the ability to

utilize them.

j) Unless there is s stematic deelotment of a wide and sivnificant variet

of offerines with resrect to curricula. learniree meterials and evaluation

methods, the demand for school resronsibilitfe in fosterini, all its rutils

becomes meanineless.

Experience so far has shown that most of the reforms were directed at

structural changes- -new frameworks, lengthening the time spent by a

culturally disadvantaged child in schocol (lowering the entrance age,

lengthening the school day, creating new learning frameworks, lengthening

the school year, increasing the number of years for compulsory education,

opening possibilities for continuing studies for a few extra years beyond

the compulsory education age, etc.), increasing the number of teachers,

etc. - -while the investment made in tne area we are discussing has been

minimal and, in Israel, does not even account for 1;. of the total educa-

tion budget. Thus, it is no acci:lent that in every field evaluation--

whether systematic or randomwe find inefficient use of the investment

made in this area, It is impossible to decide to implement a social

integration proeram if no appropriate study programs and materials have

been adapted to the needs of a heterogeneous popelation within an inte-

grative framework; We canr:ot declare that we will foster self identity or

preparation for t.mily building if there are no p:ocra= and materials to

mare such a declaration ceedi'eleLand we cannot say thata culturally

dieudventeged child iscaPable of learning a foreign laegtage or literature

or uiy other eeteeoct if :4Ve not ma.ie the neeeeoar> investment tie 4o.otire



the child and hie teacnor of good work materials to carry out their coal.

Just au there is no point in inventin in builaiw and workers for indus-

trial product .on when elaipment, raw materiala, market research and a sys-

tem of distribution are absent, or in recruitin(; soldiers into the env- if

there are no cons and a=unition for them, so, too, there is no need for

buildings and teachers if they do not have tne means for making efficient

use of the framework.

We can denonstrate these peneralization:i 4.hrouch evaluations IL various

areas, but we doubt that tne readers of this paper have need of such

examples.

In conclusion, since we do not have sufficient financial and human

resources to tackle all the areas and directions--because of both public

unreadiness and objective conditions--we must decide on priorities

according to certain criteria, as stated in the opening chapter on tha

role and process. of planning.

We have begun developing criteria for each area and criteria for general

judgin of priorities. In addition, when sumrarize the opening remarks

and the demonstrations I shall raise five points for thought and dis-

cussion:

a. We too readily accept what exists as inevitable, and we there-

fore lack a sense of security and autonomy in seeking significant alter-

natives.

b. We teach tco much, and the pupils learn too little. l'erhaps if

we were secure enouch to teach'less, we could caarantee a higher degree'

of meaningfulness tae proceaS andireaults of leaning.

c. We invest too much in b'ildings, numbera of hours eqUipnent

fication and foaterine! of people suitable for

different roles who ccula ensure the:eficient utilisation Of the :aaterial



Factors in .Atinc tf.e role 4%d pr,,gran of a KindororttAl

adapted to tne advancEr:ont of the culturally disadvar.taged

1. Role Performance

(child-rearing patterns)

Personality variables

2. Heredity

Interaction

Environment

3. Kindergarten

Social function

Social climate

Programs

Results

Home envirownent Social climate

and its influence

Child

4. Society at a stage and pattern of modernization

Role of school

..;xpettations of sChcol

Personality vari-ales of leacher4

Ability

Knowledge

Motivation

Social cli7,ate
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5. Teacher's personality and way of performin nis role

Personal variables Jchool backgTound and Rome background

educational experience

6. Physical i.ducational philosophy Values

Emotional Teacher's role Approaches

social Pedagogic approach Behavior

Intellectual

d. We are not systematic enough in making our investments. Ylany

6

projects did not use investments to the maximum. In order to rcake meaning-

ful use of investments in a certain area, we need numerous replications,

alternative play with different variables, systematic and directed

improvement of whatever looks prollising, help in overcoming barriers,

etc. This should be the unique significance of comprehensive, dynamic and

systematic planning, as opposed to the importance of isolated projects of

researchers And talented, creative innovators.

e. We do not invest enough in the systematic, comprehensive evalua-

ation of our activity, according to criteria which express our values,

our goals and the needs of those involved from the standpoint of invest-

ment, process and finished product. should not separate plannint; from

develoI:ment and eva'.w.tion, as it is the combined effort which will

meanik: to each of these ele..:ents.
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=1.11.0,

bubtests
Groupe

Parents Ma. L. Control

Informntion 12.7 13.2

Comprehension 10.3 10.3

Arithmetic 9.7 10.0

bimilarities 11.3 11.5

Vocabulary 13.5 13.8

Mmmo ry 10.0 10.2

rictur completion 11.0 11.1

Picture Aranngement 13.2 12.8

dericn 10.6 11.3

jut' t AHrembly 13.9 13.5

Coding o marea 9.6 10.2

Verbal 1.t4i 109.7 111.2

Performance 1.Q. 110.8 112.3


